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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many scientific experiments produce data, f, which result from a linear 
operation, A, applied to an unknown vector or function, h. From the equation 
Ah = f, we then try to find the unknown, h. Often the operation A gives a 
weighted average, a smearing of the sharp features of the unknown, just as a 
photograph blurs the fine details of an image. The resulting mathematical 
problem, Ah = f, is ill-posed; a variation 6h with large amplitude and large 
oscillations may be transformed by A into an imperceptible change, Sf, in the 
data. Conversely, a small error of measurement, Sf, or rounding error in 
digital computation, may produce a large variation, ah, in the computed 
answer. The fortuitous variation Sh may quite obscure the true answer, h. 
For example, all integral equations 
in which a(x, 5) is, say, continuous, are ill-posed linear problems. By 
Riemann’s lemma, a change ah(E) = sin ~5 with a very large frequency, w, 
produces a very small change, Sf, in the data. Conversely, small data varia- 
tions, Sf, may produce large answer variations, 6h. 
By Hadamard’s definition, a problem is well-posed if the solution exists, 
is unique, and depends continuously on the data; otherwise, a problem is 
ill-posed. The purpose of this paper is to present a unified and practical 
approach to ill-posed linear problems. The basic idea is to make constructive 
use of the notions by which we reject, on sight, the results of a bad computa- 
tion. We often say, “These numbers can’t be right. They are too big, and 
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they oscillate too much.” Such statements imply that we have in mind a 
certain class of acceptable answers, which have certain more-or-less accept- 
able sizes and degrees of smoothness. The theory of stochastic processes 
provides a way to use our preconceptions about the answer to obtain as 
much information as possible from ill-posed linear problems. 
In the next section, we summarize notions about random processes over 
Hilbert spaces. We will associate random processes with plausible solutions, 
measurement errors, and families of data. These ideas are necessary for the 
general solution of ill-posed linear problems presented in Section 3. 
Possible applications are far too numerous to present in one paper. One 
thinks immediately of analytic continuation; of the improvement of photo- 
graphs, holograms, and electromicrographs; and of reverse-entropy calcula- 
tions in thermodynamics. In this paper we present only a few examples, less 
for their importance than for their illustrativeness. In Section 4 we treat the 
backward heat equation because the explicit analytic solution clarifies the 
abstract notions. We then treat one-dimensional integral equations with 
discretized data. Then there is a general application to linear, algebraic sys- 
tems involving singular or illconditioned matrices. The last section presents 
a numerical inversion of Poisson’s formula, in which we determine the boun- 
dary values of a potential from certain interior values. 
2. RANDOM PROCESSES OVER HILBERT SPACES 
Let H be a Hilbert space which may be real or complex. We shall denote 
the inner product of two elements, a and b, by b*a instead of the usual 
(a, b). Thus, 
b*a = 2% (2.1) 
and if h is a scalar, we require 
b*(k) = hb*a, (hb)* a = Xb*a. (2.2) 
This notation is motivated by the finite-dimensional problems treated in 
Section 6. 
We wish to define a linear random process P over the Hilbert space H. 
An element of P is a linear functional, r, mapping H into the real or the 
complex numbers if H is, respectively, a real or complex Hilberts space. We 
do not require that the linear functional, r, be bounded. 
We shall denote by r*a the number (Y into which the element a in H is 
mapped by the linear functional, r. If OL = r*a, we define a*r = &. For a and b 
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in H, the linearity of r is expressed by the law r*(ha + pb) = X(r*a) + p(r*b) 
for all scalars X and p. The functional Y is not generally representable by an 
element of H, and r*a is not generally an inner product of two elements in H, 
although we use the same notation for reasons which become clear in later 
sections, in which r*a is a stochastic integral or a random inner product of 
vectors. In general, if r is a random functional, the expression r*r is unde- 
fined. 
We shall suppose that Er = 0, i.e., that the expected value Er*a = 0 for 
each fixed a in H. We shall also suppose that there is a bounded, self-adjoint, 
positive semidefinite operator R on H such that, for all a and b in H there 
exists a finite expectation 
E(a*r) (r*b) = a*Rb = (Ra)* b. (2.3) 
We define the symbol E(rr*) to equal R. The expected value E(r*r) is 
generally undefined. The operator R is called the autocorrelation operator 
of the process P. 
Since R is bounded, if a, -+ a, then the corresponding random variables 
r*a, converge in quadratic mean to the random variable r*a: 
E 1 r*a, - r*a j2 = (a, - a)* R(a, - a) < 11 R III] a, - a II2 + 0. 
EXAMPLE. Let H be the real Hilbert space of real-valued functions U(X) 
defined on (- co < x < co), with 
f= a”(x) dx < 00. 
u --m (2.4) 
Let P be the random process called, in statistical communication theory, 
white noise. If w(t) is a random sample function, the assumption of white 
noise implies that 
Ew(t) w(t - T) = S(T) = the Dirac delta function. (25) 
In our notation, the linear functional r corresponding to a sample function 
w(t) is given by the identity, 
s 
cc 
r*a = w(t) u(t) dt. (2.6) --m 
If a and b lie in H, we have 
E(a*r) (r*b) = E I”, u(t) w(t) dt 1” W(S) b(s) ds 
02 m 
=s s 
a(t) S(t - s) b(s) dt ds 
--m --m 
s 
m 
zc.z a(t) b(t) dt = a*b. 
-aI 
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Thus, E(a*r) (r*b) = a*b; therefore, R = 1, the identity operator. In this 
way we can discuss white noise without the use of random functions w(t) 
which are required to be unbounded and discontinuous in every interval. 
We merely say that, for every collection of elements a, , a2 ,,.. in H, there 
are random Gaussian variables ~llr = ~*a, ,01s = r*a, ,... with means zero and 
with covariances Eoriocj = ai*aj = s aiai dt. 
In the preceding example, the linear functional r is unbounded with pro- 
bability 1. To see this, consider the elements in H: 
@l,(t) = i 
1 (k<t<K+l) 
0 (t < k or K + 1 < t). (2.7) 
Since al*ak = 6,, , the random variables CQ = r*ak are independent Gaus- 
sian variables with zero mean and unit variance. Hence, with probability 1, 
the numbers ~*a~ (k = 0, -& 1, & 2,...) form an unbounded set, whereas 
11 ak /I = 1 for all K. 
We now need to define the notions of the sum, th cross-correlation, and 
the linear transformation of random processes. 
Let Pr and Pz be random processes over Hilbert spaces HI and H, . To 
define the cross-correlation operator R,, = E(r,r,*), we first define the 
product Hilbert space H = HI x H, . A typical element a in H consists of 
an ordered pair of elements, a, and a2 , drawn from HI and H, , respectively. 
The inner product in H is given by b*a = b,*a, + b,*a, , where b$*a, is 
the inner product in Hi . Let P be a random process over H such that a 
linear functional r belonging to P is defined by 
r*a = r,*a, + r2*a2 (2.8) 
where yi is a linear functional on Hi . The extension of the processes PI and 
P, to the process P is not unique. The cross-correlation RI, will depend on the 
extension P. Associated with P is an autocorrelation operator R satisfying 
E(a*r) (r*b) = a*Rb. 
By the extension-property (2.8), the last equation becomes 
(2.9) 
E{(a,*r, + a,*r,) (rl*bl + r,*b,)} = a*Rb. (2.10) 
But the operator R is assumed to be a bounded, positive semidefinite operator 
mapping H into itself. Thus, R maps a pair of elements, bl and b, , into an 
ordered pair of elements c, and c2 given by 
~1 = Rd, + R&z , cz = &,b, + &A , (2.11) 
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where Rii is a bounded operator mapping Hi into Hi . Then 
a*Rb = al*c, + a2*c2 
= al*Rdl + al*%J2 + a,*&&, + a,*%J, 
Since R is Hermitian, we have a*Rb = (Ra)* b. Since 
Ra = the pair{R,,a, + R,,a, and R,,a, + R,,a,}, 
we have 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(Ra)* b = a,*R,*,b, + a,*R,*,b, + a,*R,*,b, + a,*R,*,a, 
Identifying (2.12) and (2.14), we find 
R,, = R,*, , 4, = R,*, , R,, = R,*, . 
From (2.10) we find 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
E(a,*rJ (rj*b,) = a,*Rijb, (i,j = 1, 2). (2.16) 
The operator RI, = R& p rovides the definition of the cross-correlation 
operator E(rrr,*). The operators R,, and R,, are the autocorrelation operators 
RI and R, associated with the processes Pr and Pz . We note finally that, since 
a*Ra > 0 for all a in H, the cross-correlation Ii,, is constrained by the 
inequality, 
or 
a,*& + a,*R,,a, + a,*Rsla, + a,*&, > 0 (2.17) 
a,*R,a, + 2Re(a,*R,,a,) + a,*R,a, > 0 
for all elements a, and a2 in HI and Hz . 
The extension of this notion to any finite collection of random processes 
P 1 ,..a, Pk is direct. We obtain cross-correlations Rij satisfying Rij = R$ and 
$ i, at*&jaj Z 0. (2.18) 
Let rr and ra be random processes defined over the same Hilbert-space, 
HI. To define the sum rr + ~a, let H, be a replica of HI, and let 
H = HI x Hz . Using Has above, we can define a cross-correlation operator 
RI, = R*,l = E(r,r,*). We define r, + r2 by the identity, 
(rl + r2)* a, = r,*a, + r2*a1. (2.19) 
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The autocorrelation operator is given by 
WI + ~2) (~1 + yJ* = 4 + 4, + R,, + R, . (2.20) 
Similarly, for general linear combinations, we define 
and 
(h,Yl + *-* f&J* a1 = &*Ql) + .*- + &c(rk*al) (2.21) 
where Rij = R$ and CC ai*R,ai > 0 for all a, ,..., ak in HI . 
Let A be a bounded linear operator mapping a Hilbert space HI into a 
Hilbert space H, . If P is a random process with an associated linear func- 
tional Y over HI , we define the random process AP over H2 as follows: 
Let P map an arbitrary member a, of HI into the random variable r*a, . 
Then let AP map an arbitrary member a2 of H, into 
(Ar)* a2 = r*(A*a,), (2.23) 
where A*a, = a, lies in HI . The autocorrelation of the process AP is 
computed as follows: 
E(a,*(Ar)) ((Ar)* b,) = E((A*a,)* Y) (r*(A*b,)) 
= (A*a,)* R(A*b,) = a,*(ARA*) b, . 
(2.24) 
Thus, if E(YY*) = R, then 
E(Ar) (Ar)* = ARA”. (2.25) 
EXAMPLE. Let HI = H, consist of the complex-valued, squareintegrable 
functions on (- co, CO). In this example, let A = 9, the Fourier trans- 
formation: 
(2.26) 
Let P be the wide-sense stationary Gaussian random process [p. 95, Doob] 
consisting of random functions %(t) with autocorrelation function, 
p(T) = A%&) qt - T). (2.27) 
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In this example, r*a, is the random variable given by stochastic integral 
s 
cc r*a1 = --co ill@> 6) dt. (2.28) 
Thus, R is given by the computation 
a,*Rb, = E(a,*r) (r*b,) = E j;, q(t) ul(t) dt j” @l(s) h(s) ds 
(2.29) 10 a 
=s s 
q(t) P(t - s) b,(s) dt ds. 
--m -02 
Thus, 
RW) = j”, P(t - s) b,(s) ds. (2.30) 
We now wish to describe the random process FP. If ua is in H, , the pro- 
cess SP maps u&w) into the random variable, 
@Fry>* u2 Er*(s*u,) = r*u, =s co %(t) adt) dt, (2.31) --m 
where 
al(t) = s*u, = - d& j”, efiwtu,(w) dw. (2.32) 
To compute the autocorrelation operator, S, of the process FP, we use the 
formula (2.25): S = FRS*. If P*u, = a, , then by (2.30) 
Su, = SRfl*u, = 9 j” p(t - s) u,(s) ds 
--co 
= U(W) @7,(W), 
(2.33) 
where U(W) is the power spectral density given by [p. 103, Davenport and 
Root] 
u(W) = jy, p(t) eciWt dt. (2.34) 
Thus, to apply the operator S to a function u,(w), we merely multiply by the 
power spectral density, U(W). 
The definition of the transform of a random process gives us the means 
of theoretically constructing a random process P with prescribed autocorrela- 
tion operator, R. We will suppose that the Hilbert space H is separable. Let 
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a1 , a2 , a3 ,..* be an orthogonal basis for H, with a,*aj = Sij . First we define 
a white noise process W over H simply by mapping the elements ai into 
independent random variables w*ai = 01~ with zero means and unit variances. 
To construct P, we first let T be any operator on H such that R = TT*. Since 
R is positive semidefinite, bounded, and Hermitian, such a factorization 
exists. We now assert that P = TW has the prescribed autocorrelation 
operator, R. This follows from the fact that W has the autocorrelation 
I = the identity. If x lies in H, then P maps x into the random variable 
Y*X = (Tw)* x = w*(T*x). If T*x = C .$ai , then C 1 Ei j2 < co; and, as 
it is proved in Doob’s book [12], p. 108, the series of independent random 
variables w*(T*x) = C siai converges with probability 1. 
3. WELL-POSED STOCHASTIC EXTENSIONS 
Let A be a bounded, linear operator mapping a Hilbert space HI into a 
Hilbert space H, . Suppose that A does not have a bounded inverse A-r. 
To determine h in the equation, 
Ah =f, (3.1) 
is an ill-posed problem. Either there is no solution, or there are many solu- 
tions, or the solution depends discontinuously on the data f. 
In numerical analysis, even if A-l exists and is bounded, the problem is, 
for practical purposes, ill-posed if the condition-number /I A 11 1 A-l Ij is 
much greater than 1. If a perturbation Sf in the data produces a perturbation 
Sh in the answer, the relative change in the answer divided by the relative 
change in the data is 
A = (#) (5,‘. (34 
For a well-posed problem in 
much greater than 1. But 
practice, the expression (3.2) should not be 
A = iIshII lifil II a II II Ah II -.-=------.-* 
IIYII Ilhll IlAW llhll 
Furthermore, 
!i = 11 A 11 
?i% Ilhll 
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and 
II ah II 
B”h”fpo (1 A&h 11 = sup 
II A-YAWlI = ,, A-l ,, . 
11 Ash II 
Therefore, for arbitrary nonzero f and Sf, 
(3.3) 
For example, if the condition number j/ A /l/I A-l jl = 20, a 3% change in 
the data could produce a 60% change in the answer. 
In practice, we do not have f exactly, but rather g = f + n, where n is a 
random error of measurement or a rounding error in digital representation. 
Accordingly, we replace the ill-posed problem Ah = f by a problem of the 
form 
Au+n=g. (3.4) 
In this equation, A and g are known, but u and n are unknown. The symbols 
u and n stand for samples drawn from random processes PI over Hi and Pz 
over H,; and (3.4) is a sample of the identity Au, + us = ~a relating signal, 
noise, and data processes. In the sense of the preceding section, PI and Pz 
are joint random processes arising from a single random process over the 
product Hilbert space HI x Hz . We shall assume that, for u, in PI and ua in 
P 29 
Eu, = 0 and Eu, = 0 (3.5) 
provided that we have no a priori knowledge of the value of the answer, u, 
or of the noise, n. If we knew, instead, that Eu, = h, E HI and Eu, = h, E H, , 
where h, and h, are not both zero, we should replace the problem Au + n = g 
by the problem Au’ + n’ = g’, where u’ = u - h, , n’ = n - h, , and 
g’ = g - Ah, - h, . 
From extraneous considerations, we prescribe autocorrelation operators 
4, and R2, , and a cross-correlation operator R,,: 
Euiuj* = Rij . (3.6) 
These operators are supposed to be bounded linear operators satisfying the 
conditions required in Section 2. 
If the signal-process, PI , and the noise-process, Pz , are independent, we 
have R,, = R,C, = 0. The choice of R,, is made from some a-priori con- 
viction concerning the size and the smoothness of an admissible solution, u. 
This procedure constructively reverses the customary practice of rejecting 
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the result of a computation because the output-numbers are too big and too 
oscillatory. Examples in later sections will illustrate choices of R,, and R,, . 
In computations performed by the author, the best estimates computed for u 
have been rahter insensitive to the prescriptions of the Rij . 
The stochastic equation Au + n = g is now interpreted as follows: 
Random processes Pl and Pz , with associated correlations Rij , are pres- 
cribed. A process I’, over Ha is defined by the equation, 
Au, + u2 = u3 . (3.7) 
Although Eu, = 0, a particular sample us = g will be nonzero with pro- 
bability 1. A sample us = g is given from the process Pa . In some sense, we 
must make the best estimate of the samples u, = u and u2 = n for which 
Au+n=g. 
We now make an important assumption. We suppose that the autocorrela- 
tion operator R, is, not merely positive semidefinite, but positive definite. 
Thus, we suppose that there is a constant y > 0 for which 
(3.8) 
for all h, in H, . Under this assumption, the bounded, Hermitian operator 
Rsa has an inverse, R-2, with norm (/ R-2 (( < y-l. 
The assumption of positive definiteness for R,, is by no means stringent. 
It merely requires that, as the signal a1 and the noise ua vary arbitrarily in 
the joint processes Pl and Pz , we have 
E I(4 + us)* h, I2 B $‘h,*h, with y > 0. (3.9) 
According to the preceding section, the autocorrelation operator R, is given 
by the equation, 
Ra3 = Eu3u3* = E(Au, + u2) (Au, + u2)* 
= E(Aul + u2) (uI*A* + us*) 
= AR,,A* + AR,, + R,,A* + R,, . 
(3.10) 
If the signal and the noise are independent, this becomes 
Rs3 = ARl,,A * + R,, . (3.11) 
Then if the noise autocorrelation R,, is positive definite, the data autocor- 
relation R, is positive definite. Often one assumes that the noise is white 
noise of small amplitude. Then R,$ = c21, and in (3.8) we may take y = G. 
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Best linear estimation. Given the equation Au, + us = us relating signal, 
noise, and data processes, and given the correlation operators Rij , we wish to 
estimate the signal, ur , by some bounded linear transformation of the data, 
Lu, . With respect to an arbitrary element a, in Hr , the success of the 
estimation of ur by Lu, may be measured by the mean-square expectation, 
E 1 ul*a, - (Lu,)* a, 12. Since (Lu3)* a, = ua*a2 if a2 = L*a, , we therefore 
seek an element a2 (depending only upon a, and the Rij) for which 
E 1 u,*a, - us*a2 I2 = minimum. (3.12) 
If there exists a unique solution to this problem, and if it has the form 
a2 = F*a, , where F is a bounded linear operator independent of a, , we shall 
then define Fu3 to be the best linear estimate of the signal, ur , obtainable 
from the data, ua . For then (3.12) implies that, for every a, in Hr , 
E 1 u,*a, - (Lu3)* a, I2 2 E I u,*a, - (FuJ* a, I2 
for all bounded linear operators, L. 
Apart from yielding the best linear operator, L = F, the minimum prob- 
lem (3.12) has intrinsic interest. It asks directly this question: Which random 
variable a2 = +*a2 , obtainable from the data process, is the best approximation 
in quadratic mean to the random variable aI = ~+*a, obtained from the signal 
process ?
To find a2 solving the minimum problem (3.12), we use the identity, 
E 1 u,*a, - u3*a2 I2 = E(a,*u, - a2*u3) (ul*al - u3*a2) 
= a,*R,,a, - a,*R,,a, - a,*R,,a, + a,*R,,a, 
= (a, - R;.R,,a,)* %(a, - R,-,lR,,al) 
(3.13) 
+ a,*(R,, - R,*,R;&,) a, . 
Since R,, is positive definite, the expected value (3.13) is minimized by a2 if, 
and only if, 
a2 = R;~R,,a, . 
Thus, the best a2 = F*al , where F = R,,R&‘. Since F is independent of a, , 
the required best linear estimate for ur is Fu, . 
For particular samples u and g of ur and ug , respectively, the best estimate 
of u*a, is then 
g*a, = g*(R;~R,,a,) = (R13R$g)* al (3.15) 
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and the best linear estimate for u is 
v = Fg = R13R$g. 
Since R,, is given by (3.10), and since 
R,, = Eu,u,* = Eu,(u,*A* + u2*) = R,,A* + RI, 
the formula (3.16) for v yields 
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(3.16) 
v = (&,A* + R,,) (A&A* + AR,, + R&A* + &I-lg. (3.17) 
If the signal and noise processes, PI and Pz , are independent, 
v = R,,A*(AR,,A* + R,,)-lg. (3.18) 
If there is no noise, so that R,, = 8, and if RI1 and A have inverses, the last 
formula yields the classical solution v = A-lg. 
Reliability of the estimate. Since the assignment of the correlations R,, , 
R,, , R,, is rather arbitrary, it is important to understand the nature of the 
dependence of the best estimate, v, upon the Rij . If all of the Rij are multi- 
plied by a positive constant, h, the best estimate, v, is unchanged. In this sense, 
we say that the best estimate depends only upon the assumed signal-to-noise 
ratio. 
The error, v - u, is a sample of the random linear functional 
u4 E R,,R& - u1 . (3.19) 
This equation defines a random process, P4, over Hl . The errorprocess, 
P4 , has an autocorrelation operator 
R,, = Eu,u,* = E(R,,R,-,lu, - UJ (u3*R,-,1R,, - %*I 
= R,, - R1,Ri;R,, . 
(3.20) 
Let a, be an arbitrary, nonzero member of HI . Our best estimate for the 
number ~*a, is v*a, . But the error v*u, - ~*a, is a sample of the random 
variable ua*al , whose variance is 
E 1 u4*al I2 = a,*R,,a, . (3.21) 
But the variance of the estimated number, ~,*a, , equals 
E 1 ~,*a, I2 = al*Rlla, . (3.22) 
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We shall consider only elements a, for which a,*&~, > 0. It is now natural 
to define a relative error of estimation E = ~(~*a,) > 0 by the equation 
2 SE 
variance of error al *ha1 
variance of estimated number 
= 
al*Rllal * 
(3.23) 
From (3.20), we obtain 
l 2(u1*a1) = 1 - al*&2R~&lal 
%*%a1 ’ 
In terms of R,, , R,, , R,, , we have 
( 
a,*(R,,A* + R,,) (AR& * + AR,, + %A* + R22)-’ 
l yu1*ul) = 1 - x Wll + W al 1 . 
al *%a1 
(3.25) 
From (3.23) and (3.24), we have 0 < E < 1. If the Rij are all multiplied 
by h > 0, the number E is unchanged. Likewise, E is unchanged if a, is 
multiplied by 01 f 0. But E may depend significantly upon the direction of a, . 
To see this, suppose that R i2 = 0, that there is a bounded inverse, R$, but 
that there is no bounded inverse, A-l. Let cL be a sequence of unit vectors in 
HI for which AC, -+ 0. Setting a, = R;-c, in (3.25), we find that 
2(~*(R;~ck)) --+ 1 as k -+ co. Thus, there will be some vectors a, in HI for 
which the number u,*a, cannot be reliably estimated. 
4. THE BACKWARD HEAT EQUATION 
Here we give a simple example of the stochastic extension of an ill-posed 
linear problem. For t > 0, - co < x < 00, let the temperature IJJ(X, t) 
in an infinite, homogeneous rod be governed by the heat equation, vt = vrz . 
Let ~(x, 0) = h(x), a function in the space of real, square-integrable func- 
tions, L2. Then, if T > 0, the temperature ~(x, T) = f (x) also lies in L2, 
since f (x) is determined from h(x) by the well-known formula, 
s m 4~ - 5) W) d5 =f (4, (4.1) -m 
where 
a(x) = &exp [--&I. (4.2) 
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Consider the reverse problem: Given f, determine h. If there is a solution h 
in L2, it can be obtained from the relation, 
e-““T/;(w) = f(w), (4.3) 
which must be satisfied by the Fourier transforms, f; and r’, of the functions 
h and f. This identity shows that the solution, h, depends discontinuously 
on the data, f. For instance, let S,f be the dataperturbations whose Fourier 
transforms are 
SJ((W) = N-1 for N<lwl<N+I 
= 0 otherwise. 
Since S&(W) = exp(w2T) S,~(W), we have 
II hf II = II &PI1 -+O as N-+ ah 
while 
II&v~II =ll~&/l~~ as N-+ 0~). 
The well-posed stochastic extension of the ill-posed problem (4.1) takes 
the form, 
s I, 4x - 5) 40 d5 + n(x) = g(x). (4.4) 
This is a stochastic equation for samples U, n, and g from random processes 
PI , P2 , and P3 . If the original equation (4.1) is represented in the notation 
of Section 2 by the equation Ah = f, the stochastic equation (4.4) is repre- 
sented by Au + n = g. In this section we shall use the familiar notion of 
random functions ur(x), us(x), us( x as well as the notion of random linear ) 
functionals u1 , ua , a u discussed in section 3. If there are correlation functions, 
P&9 6) = -a(x) %W, (4.5) 
the corresponding autocorrelation operators Ril = Eu,uj* are determined 
from the pii(x, 5) by the identity, 
s 
co 
Riiaj = --m P&G E) 45) dt, 
for all aj in L2. The restrictions on the RRij obtained in Section 2 are that 
Rij = R*ji, and that C ai*Rijaj 3 0. Correspondingly, we have for i, j = 1,2, 
and (4.7) 
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Before prescribing autocorrelations, we must examine the equation (4.4) 
for bias. If we know, for physical reasons, that U(X) should have the appro- 
ximate form U,,(X), and if we know that the errors of measurement have the 
bias n,(x), the equation (4.4) should be replaced by a new equation, 
where 
I m a(x - 5) u”(t) d5+ n”(x) = g”(x), (4.8) --m 
uo=u-u 09 .o=n-n 0, g” = g - j au, dx - no . (4.9) 
Then we regard u” and no as samples from random processes PI and Pz with 
zero mean values. We shall suppose, for convenience of notation, that this 
replacement has been made; and we shall use the notation u, n, g instead of 
28, no, go. 
The original problem, Ah = f, does not tell us what autocorrelations to 
prescribe. We have seen that a small variation, Sf, may produce a large varia- 
tion, Sh. In this sense, the solution, h, is underdetermined by the data, f; 
there are too many solutions per unit of data. The autocorrelations, therefore, 
will present new requirements in order to determine the solution more 
precisely. 
In this example, we shall suppose that the random functions ur(x) and us(~) 
[of which U(X) and n(x) are samples] are real, uncorrelated, and stationary: 
J%(x) u,(f) = P& - 0; E%(X) u,(f) = P& - 5); Eu,(x) 2$(x) = 0. 
(4.10) 
Let the power spectral densities be 
%bJ) = jm e-“wzpk(x) dx (K = 1,2). (4.11) -cc 
We will assume that these functions have shapes like those in Fig. 1. The 
spectrum 
FIGURE 1 
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graph of ul(w) describes the random signals, U,(X), as rather smooth functions, 
with contributions arising only from frequencies 1 w 1 < 9. The graph of 
uz(w) describes the noise functions, +(x), as very rough functions with 
approximately equal, small contributions from all frequencies. 
From Section 3, we know that the best estimate for u is 
ZJ = &qAR,,A + &2)-l g (4.12) 
since A = A* and R,, = 9. In terms of the autocorrelation functions (4.10), 
this equation yields 
where w = (AR,,A + R,,)-lg satisfies the equation, 
WW + 42) w = g, 
or 
j-/s 4~ - 5) pl(5 - 4 a@ - P) W(P) dp dh d5 + 1 P& - E) w(E) d5 =$i? 
The convolution theorem for Fourier transforms now yields 
IT = q(w) e+JzTt5(w) (4.13’) 
e-W*T ul(w) e-w2TzE(w) + u2(w) 25(w) = g”(w), (4.14’) 
the tildes identifying the transforms of the functions symbolized beneath. 
Elimination of 6 yields 
C(w) = 
~l(w)e-~~~ 
ul(w) e-2w2T + u2(w) 
g"(w)* (4.15) 
The best estimate, a(x), is the inverse Fourier transform of G(w). 
To interpret the formula (4.15), we introduce the signal-to-noise ratio, 
SNR(w) = ur(w)/u2(w). Then 
a(u) = [l + &;;fw) 1 
-1 * ew”‘g”(w). 
If there were no noise, but if ui(w) > 0, then SNR(w) = co, and formula 
(4.16) would reduce to the classical solution, exp(w2T)g(w). With the spectra 
graphed in Fig. 1, C(w) is near the classical solution for small frequencies, 
but C(U) = 0 for / w 1 > 52. Even if the signal-to-noise ratio were some 
positive constant for all frequencies, G(w) would tend to zero at high fre- 
quencies because of the term exp(2w2T). 
40913113-15 
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Now we shall say just what our best estimate, V(X), does in the preceding 
example. If al(x) is an arbitrary square-integrable function, we wish to 
estimate the number 
I 
Ix) 
u*a, = u(x) al(x) dx. (4.17) 
--m 
The number u*a, is a sample of the random variable ul*uI . The data 
function, g(x), is a sample of a random function, u3(x). We look for the unique 
square-integrable function aa(x) for which 
E / /ya ul(x) al(x) dx - ,y, Z+(X) us(~) dx I2 = minimum. (4.18) 
The solution, u2(x), to this variational problem, satisfies the identity, 
jm us(x) a2(x) dx = jm [R13R&2(~)] al(x) dx. 
-co -cc 
(4.19) 
Replacement of the random data function, us(x), by the given data function, 
g(x), gives 
WGm = w. (4.20) 
This is our best estimate of u(x); its Fourier transform, 6(w), appears in 
formula (4.16). The best estimate for the number ~*a, is 
v*u, = B*i?, = 
s- 
e(w) d,(w) dw. (4.21) 
The error, zi*ur - ~*a, , is a sample of a random number, ~,*a, . The 
estimated random number is ur*u, . As a measure, E, of relative error of 
estimation, we defined in Section 3 the number, 
E2 = variance of uq*ul 
variance of ul*ul ’ 
According to formula (3.25), since A = A* and RI2 = 0, 
E2 = 1 _ ~,*RdWLA + %2)-l A&a, 
a,*Rna, 
(4.22) 
Now the convolution theorem yields 
I 
m 
al(w) ul(w) e-wPT[e-waTul(w) e-waT + u2(w)]-1e-waTul(w) G,(w) dw 
c2 = 1 - --m 
s- 
m a”&4 4~) al(w) da, 
-cc 
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Collection of terms and use of the signal-to-noise ratio, yields 
Srn I+J>l” @+J) [l + &y-J’ &J 
<2=1- --Oz 
’ 
I 
m I iil( ul(w) dw 
(4.23) 
-02 
Since we have assumed in Fig. 1 that ur(w) = 0 for 1 w 1 > Q, the integrals 
from - 00 to co could be replaced by integrals from - Q to Q. We should 
only use the identity (4.23) if 
s R --R 1 iZl(w)12 dw > 0. (4.24) 
Indeed, if the integral (4.24) is zero, the random number ~,*a, has variance 
zero, and therefore has the value zero with probability 1. 
In formula (4.23), the factor [...]-I nearly equals 1 for w = 0, but this 
factor tends to zero as 1 w I-+ Sz. Thus, the relative error, E, in estimating 
u*ar is small if most of the norm II al(x)11 = I/ Zr(w)ll arises from low fre- 
quencies. 
Although we have derived (4.23) only for testing functions ur(x) in L2, 
this formula suggests a way of computing the relative error, E, for the estima- 
tion of the point value U(XJ by the point value, v(x,,). If we set 
al(x) = 8(x - x,,), then ~*a, = u(x,,) and ~*a, = TJ(x,,). But the Fourier 
transform of the delta function, S(x - x,,), is [exp(- zi~s)]/flG. Then 
I d1(w)12 = 1/2~, and formula (4.23) yields 
(4.25) 
5. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Let u(s, t) be a measurable function of t on [0, l] for each s in [0, 11. 
Suppose that f( s is related to an unknown, h(t), by the integral equation, ) 
I 1 u(s, t) h(t) dt = f(s) (0 < s < 1). (5-l) 
As we observed in the Introduction, this problem is ill-posed; a small data 
variation, Sf, may produce a large answer variation, 6h. 
In integral equations arising from scientific experiments, there is the added 
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difficulty thatf( ) s is measured, not for all values of s in [0, 11, but only for 
some finite number of values, s, < ss < a.* < s, . Moreover, f(s) is not 
measured with perfect precision. We are given, not f(s), but measurements 
g(s) =f(s) + n(s), where the noise, n(s), arises from errors of measurement. 
Therefore, we write the stochastic integral equation, 
s :a(~, t) u(t) dt +4s) = g(s) (s = s1 ,..., s,). (5.2) 
Even as preparation for digital computation for integral equations (5.1) 
arising in pure mathematics, in which the functions a and f are prescribed 
by closed, analytic formulas, it is sensible to write the stochastic equation 
(5.2). In digital computation, values off ( ) s can be recorded and used only at a 
finite number of arguments si . These values will be recorded with certain 
rounding errors, and subsequent computations will produce further rounding 
errors. As J. H. Wilkinson has observed [8], in what he calls the backward 
analysis of rounding error, inexact calculations for an exact problem produce 
the same errors as exact calculations for an inexact problem. Thus, in digital 
computation, the noise function n(s) in (5.2) arises from rounding error, 
and the finite set s i ,..., s, arises from time limitations or memory limitations. 
In the integral equation treated in Section 7, we shall also discretize the 
t values. But in this section we shall let t range over the whole interval [0, I]. 
Let Hr be the space of square-integrable functions on [0, I]. Let H, be the 
m-dimensional vector space of functions of s for s = sr ,..., s, . We assume 
that all functions discussed in this section are real-valued. The inner products 
in HI and H, are, respectively, 
s 1 a,*61 = o al(t) h(t) dt; %*b, = c 4s) ~2W (5.3) s 
Let A map HI into H, as follows: 
s 
1 
Ah, = a(~, t) h,(t) dt (s = s1 ,..., Sm). 
0 
(5.4) 
Then A*, which maps H, into HI, is defined by 
A*h, = c h,(s) a(s, t) (0 < t < 1). (5.5) 
s 
The stochastic integral equation (5.2) has the form Au + A = g, where g 
is the given data, and where u and 12 are unknown samples from random 
processes Pi and Pz over, respectively, HI and H, . We will associate random 
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linear functionals, z+ and ug , from PI and Pz with random functions, %(t) 
and us(s), by the identities, 
I 
1 
Ul*h, = m W) dt and uz*h, = c u2(s) h,(s)* (54 
0 s 
We will later show how to construct admissible correlation functions, pij, 
and corresponding correlation operators, Rij . These quantities are defined 
by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8): 
-w(t) %O’> = fll(4 t’) = fll(f> 0, 
E%(t) u2(4 = Pl2k 4 = f21h th (5.7) 
Eu,(s) uz(s’> = f22(& s’> = f22(S’, 4. 
If ai and bi are arbitrary members of Hi (i = I, 2) then 
E(a,*u,) (ul*bl) = a,*R,,b, = j1 s’ al(t) ,+(t, t’) b,(t’) dt dt’, 
0 0 
@,*u,) (uz*b,) = a,*&&, = 1 j’ al(t) Plz(t, 4 dt * b(s), (5.8) 
s 0 
According to Section 2, in addition to the symmetry conditions in (5.7), we 
require E(u,*u, + z~a*u~)~ > 0, i.e., 
jj udt) /4t, t'> W> dt dt' + 2 C j 4t> ~12(4 4 dt . ~26) 
s 
(5.9) 
+ c 1 u2(4 P22(h 4 a,@') b 0. 
s s' 
The equation Au, + u2 = us defines a random process Pa over H, . 
The autocorrelation of P3 is 
R,, = Eu,u*, = AR,,A” + AR,, + R,*,A* + R,, . (5.10) 
Since Rm maps the m-dimensional vector-space H, into itself, RaR,, can be 
represented by an m x m matrix. For s and s’ = s, ,..., s, , let p&s, s’) 
be the components of this matrix, and let 
a2*W2 = CC a2W 4, 4 b2W (5.11) 
9 s’ 
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Then the preceding equations yield 
11 
P& s') = ss 
a(s, t) ,oll(t, t’) a(~‘, t’) dt dt’ 
0 0 
(5.12) 
+ j1 a(~, t) p&, s’) dt + 1: p&, 4 a(~‘, t> dt + P& 0. 
0 
We assume that this matrix is positive-definite, i.e., that the sum (5.11) is 
positive if us and b, are identical, nonzero vectors. This assumption states that 
the data process us(s) yields 
E [T 44 4~)]~ > 0, (5.13) 
unless a,(~,) = *a* = u2(s,) = 0. 
Given the data u.Js) = g( s ), our best estimate for uJt) = u(t) is, according 
to Section 3, v = R,,R;$g. The operator R,, is defined by 
where 
,&t, s) = Eu,(t) us(s) = Eu,(t) [/: Q(S, t’) u&‘) dt’ + W] 
(5.14) 
=s 
1 
4, t') pdt, t'> dt' + plz(t, 4. 
0 
We compute the vector w = Rgg by solving the m linear equations in m 
unknowns 
; p&, s') WV) = g(s) (s = Sl ,***, Gz). 
Then the best estimate, v(t), is computed from 
(5.15) 
v(t) = 2 Pl& 4 w(s) (0 < t < 1). (5.16) 
8 
If al(t) is an arbitrary square-integrable function in [0, 11, our best estimate 
for the number $ u(t) Ill(t) dt is j’i v(t) q(t) dt. For this estimation, we will 
now compute the relative error, c, defined in Section 3. First we compute 
the vector, 
s 
1 
u2 EZ R,,u, = dt, 4 al(t) 4 
0 
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Now the vector b, s R,-,‘R,,a, = R&fa, is found by solving the m linear 
equations, 
Then 
; P&S, s’> Us’) = 44 (s = ~1 ,..., sm>. 
a,*R,,R;~R,,a, = a,*b, 
from which (3.24) yields 
c a2w b,(s) 
E211- 
J‘s 
(5.17) 
al(t) PI&, f> W> dt dt’ 
Constrwtion of Admissible Correlations 
In prescribing the correlation functions pii (i, j = 1,2), we give information 
which is not provided by the original integral equation. The function pll(t, t’) 
says something about the size and the smoothness of the class of functions 
z+(t) within which we seek the solution u(t). The function P~~(s, ’) similarly 
describes the rounding errors or errors of measurement, n(s). The function 
p12(t, s) correlates these signal and noise processes. Admissible correlation 
functions pij must satisfy the inequality (5.9). We must also ensure that the 
matrix @ss(s, s’)), given by (5.12), is positive-definite. The following remarks 
indicate a few practical ways of prescribing admissible pii . 
Rightly or wrongly, we usually find it convenient to assume that the signal 
is independent of the noise. Then h2(t, s) = 0. We now replace the inequality 
(5.9) by the two inequalities, 
11 ss al(t) pIl(t, t’) aI dt dt’ > 0 (for all a,) 0 0 (5.18) 
and 
T s u2(s) pz2(s, s’) u2(s’) > 0 (unless a2 = 0). (5.19) 
These inequalities imply (5.9), and they imply the positive definiteness of 
(p&s, s’)) defined by (5.12). 
Assuming that the errors of measurement are independent of each other, 
we may set 
P22(si 2 sj) = yi2 6ij (i,j = l,..., m) (5.20) 
where V, > 0 is the standard deviation of the experimental measurement of 
the datum g(sJ. 
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We now have only to choose a symmetric function p,(t, t’) satisfying (5.18). 
The autocorrelation is related to the expected size and smoothness of the 
signal by the equations, 
If pll(t, , t2) is twice continuously differentiable in the neighborhood of the 
line tr = t2 , and if we may take the limit as r -+ 0 inside the expectation, 
the last formula yields 
E h,(2) 2 
[ I 
32 =- 
at at atl fd4 t’) or 
t’ = t. (5.22) 
We may always satisfy the inequality (5.18) by giving pll(t, t’) the form, 
f& t’) = c hk9JkW Pk(O 
k 
(5.23) 
where all A, are 2 0, and where the vk are any convenient functions. For 
then (5.18) takes the form, 
; Xk [ji al(t) P)kG> df12 0. 
In Section 7 we shall treat an integral equation in which 2rrt = 0 represents 
radian measure for functions ul(t) defined on the circumference of a circle. 
In that application, we wish pll(t, t’) to depend only upon the angular 
distance, min(I t - t’ / , 1 - 1 t - t’ I), for 0 < t, t’ < 1. We then find it 
convenient to prescribe pll(t, t’) in the form, 
p,(t, t’) = jJ uk exp 2dk(t - t’), 
k=-m 
(5.24) 
where ok = u-k > 0. Such functions depend only upon the angular distance, 
and they are real-valued functions of the form (5.23), namely 
Pllk t’) = go + 2 f uk [ cos 2n-kt cos 2rkt’ + sin 2nkt sin 2rrkt’]. 
k=l 
If we only wish p(t, t’) to remain constant when the absolute distance 
( t - t’ 1 remains constant, we may use the more general form, 
pll(t, t’) = jm eiw’t-t” d/L(w), 
--m 
(5.25) 
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where C+(W) = &(- w) > 0. Th en the required inequality (5.18) takes the 
form, 
m 
s IS 
1 2 
al(t) eiWt dt d&o) 3 0. 
--m 0 
The reader will have no difficulty in extending these techniques to integral 
equations s a(s, t) h(t) dt = f( s m which t and s range over sets of more ) . 
than one dimension. 
6. ILL-POSED LINEAR ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS 
Let A be a p x p matrix whose components are complex numbers. Let f 
be a vector withp complex components. Suppose that we seek a vector h with 
q complex components for which 
Ah =f. (6.1) 
This problem is ill-posed if p f q, or if p = q and det A = 0. In theory, the 
problem is well-posed if p = q and det A # 0; but for practical purposes, it is 
still ill-posed if the condition number, 11 A I/ II A-l 11 , is much greater than 1. 
The reader may find a review of condition numbers and matrix norms in 
[lo], p. 174. 
If p < q, there are fewer equations than unknowns, and the relation 
Ah = f provides insufficient information for the precise determination of h. 
Ifp > q, one would at first think that the relation Ah = f provides too much 
information about h. But even if p > q, the possibility that a data perturba- 
tion Sf may produce an inconsistent system, implies an inadequacy in the 
problem statement Ah = f. In every case of an ill-posed problem, it is 
desirable to provide additional information about the unknown to determine 
it as well as possible. 
Let us form the stochastic extension, 
Au+n=g. (6.4 
Let Hr be the vector space of vectors a, = (a,(K)) (R = l,..., q). The inner 
product of two vectors, say b, and a, , is 
u,*b, = -f u,(k) b,(k). (6.3) 
k=l 
The space Hz is defined similarly, with p replacing q, and the subscript 2 
replacing the subscript 1. We use this unusual notation to facilitate the appli- 
cation of the general theory of Sections 2 and 3. 
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In Eq. (6.2), we look upon u, n, andg as samples of random vectors z+ , us , 
and us. The random vector ur is defined over HI , and the random vectors 
us is defined over Hz. Since A maps HI into H, , the random vector 
Au, + up = u, is defined over H, . 
Now the general theory is immediately applicable. If a, and us are vectors 
in HI and H, , then 
%*a1 = i u,(k) a,(4 and u2*a2 = i u,(k) a,@) (6.4) 
k=l k=l 
are random complex numbers. The correlations, 
EWl * =Rn, Eu,u,* = RI, , Eu,u,* = R 22 Y (6.5) 
are matrices; RI1 is a q x q matrix, RI2 is a q x p matrix, and R,, is ap x p 
matrix. We have R,, = R*,l and R*,, = R,, , where M* represents the com- 
plex conjugate of the transpose of a matrix M. Moreover, 
R,, = Euzul* = E(qu,*)* = R,*, . 
Of the matrices Rij defined in (6.5) we require, for all a, in HI and all u2 
in H, , 
0 < E 1 ul*u, + u2*u2 j2 = u,*Rl,u, + u1*R12u2 + u,*R,~u~ + u~*R~~u,. 
(6.6) 
We next compute the p x p matrix 
R, = Eu,u,* = E(Au, + u2) (ul*A* + u2*) 
= AR,,A* + AR12 + R,,A* + R,, . 
(6.7) 
This formula containing matrices and random vectors, motivates the notation 
used in the general formula (3.10), containing operators and random pro- 
cesses. The matrix RB is positive definite: 
a,*R,,a, > 0 unless a2 = 0. (6.8) 
The general theory now yields the best estimate 
v = R,,RG1g, (6.9) 
where RI3 is the q x p matrix, 
RI3 = Ey3* = RllA* + RI,. 
If a, is an arbitrary vector with q complex components for which 
u,*R,,u, = E [ u,*a, I2 > 0, 
(6.10) 
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and if the complex number u*a, is estimated by ~*a, , the relative error of 
estimation, E, is given by (3.25). 
Relation to the Pseudoinverse 
Now suppose that p > Q = rank A. Then A*A is a nonsingular, p x 4 
matrix. If the original equation, Ah =f, has a solution, we must, therefore, 
have 
h = A*f, where A& I (A*A)-l A*. (6.11) 
The 4 x p matrix A” is called the pseudoinverse [9]. In the rest of this 
section we wish to discuss the relationship between the pseudoinverse and the 
matrix, 
F = R,,R& (6.12) 
which appears in the best estimate v = Fg in formula (6.9). 
If the noise vectors ua are all orthogonal to the range of A, then F = A*. 
For then A%, = 0, and hence 
A*R,, = A*Rzl = 0 = A*R,, = A*R,, . 
But F = A” if R,, = A*R,, , or if 
(6.13) 
R,,A* + RI, = A*(AR,,A* + AR,,A* + R,,) (6.14) 
which follows from (6.13) and from the identity A&A = I. 
In general, one may multiply the stochastic equation Au + n = g by A” 
to obtain the reduced equation u + n’ = g’, where n’ = A*n and g’ = A*g. 
If we now write the equation for random vectors 
A’q’ + u2’ = u3’, (6.15) 
where 
A’ = I, ul’ = ill , u2’ = Ah, , u3’ = A*u, , 
then we find, based on the reduced data g’ = A@g, the best estimate for u: 
Here 
and 
v’ = F’g’ = R;,(R;,)-l g’. (6.16) 
R& = Eu,(u,* + u2*A”*) = R,, + R,,A”* (6.17) 
R& = R,, +- R,,A”* + A*RR,, + A’RR,,A**. (6.18) 
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In general, the estimate U’ = F’g’ = (F’Ab) g, based on the reduced data, 
g’ = &g, is not equal to the best estimate, ZI = Fg, based on the original 
data, g. Therefore, in general, F’A* f F. The underlying reason for the 
inequality is that, when g is multiplied by the 4 x p matrix A*, a many-one 
mapping occurs in which some information is lost which may be correlated 
with the unknown, u. 
Nevertheless, the reduced estimate, v’ = F’g’, may be convenient. In the 
best estimate, v = Fg, the computation requires solving p linear equations 
in order to find R&‘g. The reduced computation (R’,,)-l g’, requires only Q 
equations. This consideration is noteworthy if p >q. 
There is an important class of problems in which v = v’. Let the noise- 
vectors have the form, 
~2 = Au, + u,j , where A*u, = 0. (6.19) 
Such a resolution is always possible, with 
us = A%, , us = (I - AA&) u2 . (6.20) 
Now suppose that the noise is uncorrelated with the signal, and that the 
noise-parts, us and us , are uncorrelated with each other: 
R,, = 0, R,, = 9. (6.21) 
For example, this is so if u2 represents white noise uncorrelated with the 
signal, i.e., if R,, = v21 and R,, = 9. Then 
R,, = Eu,u,* = A”(v2I) (I - A”*A*) = 0. 
Now v = Fg, where 
F = R,,R;; = R,,A*(AR,,A* + R22)-? 
But v’ = F’g’ = F’A*g, where (6.17) and (6.18) yield 
F’ = &(R,, + &F1 
since 
A*R,,A”* = E(A*u,) (A*u,)* = Eu,u,* = R,, . 
Now v = v’ if F = F’A*, or if 
R,,A* = F’A” . (AR,,A* + R,,) 
or if 
%A* = %(R,, + RsP &A* + A”R,,). 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
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But, by (6.19) and (6.21), 
A*R,, = E(A”u,u,*) = Eu,u, * = Eu,(u,*A* + u6*) = R,,A*. 
Now Eq. (6.24) takes the form, 
&,A * = MR,, + %,Y (GA * + &A “1, 
which is an identity; therefore, F = F’A*, and v = v’. 
7. HARMONIC CONTINUATION-A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
If a harmonic function takes boundary values h(p) on the unit circle, the 
values f(O) on the concentric interior circle of radius Y < 1 are given by 
Poisson’s formula, 
-1 1 277 27T o 1 - 2Y 1 -rz - cos(8 $D) + t-2 &-4 4 = f (4. 
Can we invert Poisson’s formula ? Given the interior valuesf(O), can we solve 
the integral equation (7.1) for the boundary values h(v) ? 
If f is square-integrable, and if a square-integrable solution h exists, then 
the solution is uniquely determined almost everywhere. For if f has the 
Fourier series 
f. + 2 ( fk cos k0 + fk’ sin KB) 
k=l 
then the Fourier coefficients h, , h,’ for the solution are uniquely determined 
from the integral equation (7.1): 
h, = r-yk, h,’ = r-y;. (7.2) 
The identities (7.2) 1 a so illustrate that the solution depends discontinuously 
on the data. If k is a large integer, a small data-variation, Sf (0) = K-l cos M, 
produces the large answer-variation, ah(v) = r-‘ck-1 cos AT. This is a typical 
ill-posed linear problem. 
In this section we will describe a numerical computation based on a well- 
posed stochastic extension. In this example we use data for which the answer 
is known. Using the real part of the analytic function zs - z + sin z, we have 
for 1x1 =l 
h(v) = cos 39, - cos v + [sin(cos v)] [cosh(sin v)]; 
whereas, for / x ( = r = + , we have 
(7.3) 
f(O) = ; cos 30 - + cos 0 + [sin(Q cos t9)] [cosh(Q sin e)]. (7.4) 
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These functions satisfy Eq. (7.1) for r = 4: 
3 
-I 
2?r h(q) dP, 
h 0 5 - 4 cos(8 - v) 
=f(f3) (0 < e < 27). (7.5) 
In order to simulate a situation involving small errors of measurement, 
n(0,), at angles 0, = 27rj/N, we replace the integral in (7.5) by the trapezoidal 
sum for a large number of points, N. As usual, we also replace the functions h 
and f by the random sample functions II and g. We then write 
We now regard u and n as unknown, with g(eJ given by the right side of 
(7.4) for e = ei . 
The direct, naive approach is to replace n(e) by zero, and to solve the N 
linear equations (7.6) directly. For N = 50, as a subsequent able shows, this 
procedure produces very bad results. But even with highly inaccurate 
statistical assumptions, the well-posed stochastic extension produces values 
accurate to six or seven decimal places. 
In the stochastic equation (7.6), we regard u(0) and n(e) as samples of 
random functions z+(e), u,(B). For convenience, we shall suppose 
Eu,(~) u,(B) = 0. We will define an autocorrelation function for the signal, 
Ul 3 of the form, 
-h(e) de + A) = ,hl(4 e + 4 = 0~ exp (-flsin$) (7.7) 
where 01 and j3 are positive constants. As a function of the lag, h, this expres- 
sion has period 27r; it takes a maximum values when h = 0, and a minimum 
value when h = r. Otherwise, there is no reason for choosing the particular 
form (7.7). We must show that this is an admissible autocorrelation. Accord- 
ing to (5.24), it is sufficient to show that there is a Fourier series 
a exp i (7.8) 
with uk = apk > 0. But 
exp f 
-fisinz+-)=e-8i2exp($e”“)exp($e-’”). 
Therefore, in the Fourier series (7.8), 
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The constants OT and /3 are directly related to the size and the roughness 
of the functions q(O). Applying formulas (5.21) and (5.22) to the expression 
(7.7), we find 
q%p)l” = a, and E k@) 2= 9 [ I de 2 * 
If we make the general definitions, 
and 
size = {E[zQ(~)]~}~/~ 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
roughness = 1~ [w]2/1’2 (~[~(~)]a>-l/a, 
then (7.9) gives 
size = 2/1;, roughness = dm (7.11) 
In performed numerical computations, we assumed size = 1, and we tried 
roughnesses = 1, 2, 5, and 7. 
Now consider the vector Au, , where A is the symmetric matrix with 
components, 
Uij = ; (5 - 4 COs(Oi - 8,))~1 (i,j = I,..., Iv), 
and where pi is the vector with random components z+(O,) (j = l,..., N). 
Then the autocorrelation matrix Ii,, is given by 
Rll = Ew,* = (=wk) 45)) (i,j = l,..., N) 
(7.12) 
= e(exp[- p sin2 g (e, - e,)]) (i,j = l)..., N). 
The vector u, = Au, has the autocorrelation matrix, 
R,, = AR,,A* = AR,,A. (7.13) 
To prescribe the noise autocorrelation matrix, 
R22 = EuP,* = V-%V,) M%)) (i,j = l,..., N), (7.14) 
we first suppose that 
for i#j, (7.15) 
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which states that the errors in different measurements are uncorrelated. To 
prescribe E[u,(BJ]~, we assume that the size of ua(BJ is about equal to lOed 
times the size of the i-th component (Au& in a floating-point calculation 
with (hopefully) d significant digits of final accuracy. In performed calcula- 
tions, we took d = 2 or 3. This gives the diagonal elements, 
E[u,(e,)]” = 10-a”(AR,,A)i, , (7.16) 
since, by (7.13), 
Using (7.15) and (7.16), we create the matrix 
R,, = &,A + R,, 
from AR,,A by multiplying every diagonal element by 1 + 10-2d, leaving 
the off-diagonal elements unchanged. In practice, if floatingpoint numbers 
are stored with D significant digits, we must require 2d < D; for if 2d > D, 
the factor 1 + 10-2d will be replaced in computation by 1, and in effect we 
would be assuming R,, = 0 (zero noise). 
From Section 6, we now have the best estimate, 
v = R,,A(AR,,A + R,,)-lg, (7.18) 
for the unknown vector u = (~(0,)) (; = l,..., N) in the stochastic extension 
Au + n = g in formula (7.6). 
Results of Computation 
To conserve space, we shall report the results of only two of our computa- 
tions. We used the IBM 7094 with single-precision, seven-significant-digits 
arithmetic. Linear equations were solved by a library subroutine which 
employs partial pivoting. In each case, we had N = 50. 
Table I presents the results of a direct, naive solution of the linear equations 
(7.6) with n(@J = 0. The column labeled DANS gives the direct solution; 
the solumn labeled UA gives the analytic from formula (7.3). The arguments 
proceed from 0, = 2~/50 to es, = 2~. Most of the direct answers are accurate 
to 1 or 2 significant digits. One error is more than 25%. It is instructive to 
study this table in detail, since it illustrates the oscillating pattern of errors 
typical in direct computations for ill-posed problems. 
Table II presents the results of computation from the particular stochastic 
extension with d = 3 in formula (7.16), with size = 1, and with roughness = 5. 
The choice of the size is irrelevant, since the best estimate (7.18) is unchanged 
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TABLE I 
DANS UA 
7.7358342E-01 
6.202364OE-01 
3.3983293E-01 
6.0585524E-02 
-2.8234833Eal 
-5.2034864Eal 
-7.5128178Eal 
-8.0589116E-01 
-8.1876085E-01 
-6.4765233E-01 
-4.5703080E-01 
- 1.3695906E-01 
1.3830299E-01 
4.5291517E-01 
6.5467238E-01 
8.0889688E-01 
8.1818351E-01 
7.3734964E-01 
5.3476310E-01 
2.6891846E-01 
-4.96318OOE-02 
-3.472172lE-01 
-6.1687091E-01 
-7.7301241E-01 
-8.5151842E-01 
-7.6972417E-01 
-6.2343708E-01 
-3.3757544E-01 
- 6.1704702E-02 
2.8217837E-01 
5.2205067E-01 
7.4762528E-01 
8.1201888E-01 
8.0977336E-01 
6.5954864E-01 
4.4260711E-01 
1.5312408E-01 
-1.5510815E-01 
-4.3672990E-01 
-6.6906412E-01 
-7.9708259E-01 
- 8.2722940E-01 
- 7.307079OE-01 
-5.3968698E-01 
-2.6495034E-01 
4.5963226E-02 
3.5100997E-01 
6.1280680E-01 
7.7725972E-01 
8.4731756E-01 
7.8143022E-01 
6.1008442E-01 
3.5241214Eal 
4.5767561E-02 
-2.6578396E-01 
-5.3803232E-01 
-7.3302768E-01 
-8.2433428E-01 
-8.0040038E-01 
-6.6568613E-01 
-4.2958560E-01 
-1.5349004E-01 
1.5348988E-01 
4.3958554E-01 
6.6568607E-01 
8.0040035E-01 
8.2433428E-01 
7.3302771E-01 
5.3803243E-01 
2.6578403E-01 
-4.5767463E-02 
-3.5241202E-01 
-6.1008430E-01 
-7.8143018E-01 
-8.4147096E-01 
-7.8143025E-01 
-6.1008452E-01 
-3.5241222E-01 
-4,5767672E-02 
2.6578382E-01 
5.3803222E-01 
7.3302765E-01 
8.2433430E-01 
8.0040041E-01 
6.6568622E-01 
4.3858574E-01 
1.5349019E-01 
- 1.5348974E-01 
-4.3958535E-01 
-6.6568602E-01 
-8.0040032E-01 
-8.2433428E-01 
-7.3302773E-01 
-5.3803249E-01 
-2.6578415E-01 
4.5767314E-02 
3.5241189E-01 
6.1008431E-01 
7.8143014E-01 
8.4147096E-01 
ERROR 
- 7.846795OE-03 
1.0151975E-02 
- 1.2579206E-02 
1.4817963E-02 
- 1.6564377E-02 
1.7683677E-02 
- 1.8254094E-02 
1.8443130E-02 
-1.8360466E-02 
1.8033795E-02 
-1.7445199E-02 
1.6530976E-02 
-1.5186895E-02 
1.3329636E-02 
-1.1013687E-02 
8.4965303E-03 
- 6.1507747E-03 
4.3219179E-03 
-3.26933713-03 
3.1344369E-03 
-3.8643368E-03 
5.1948093E-03 
-6.7866072E-03 
8.4177777E-03 
- l.O047466E-02 
1.1706077E-02 
- 1.3352558E-02 
1.4836788E-02 
-1.5937030E-02 
1.6394544E-02 
- 1.5981555E-02 
1.4597625E-02 
-1.2315415E-02 
9.3729421E-03 
- 6.1375797E-03 
3.0213706E-03 
-3.6611594E-04 
-1.6184077E-03 
2.8554462E-03 
-3.3781007E-03 
3.3177212E-03 
-2.8951317E-03 
2.3198351E-03 
-1.6544834E-03 
8.3380564E-04 
1.9591162E-04 
-1.4019161E-03 
2.7224943E-03 
-4.1704178E-03 
5.8466122E-03 
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TABLE II 
ANS UA ERROR 
7.8142667E-01 
6.1008040E-01 
3.5240949E-01 
4.5766405E-02 
-2.6578295E-01 
-5.3802873E-01 
-7.33023683-01 
-8.2433258E-01 
-8.0040033E-01 
-6.6568516E-01 
-4.3958358E-01 
-1.53488853-01 
1.5348964E-01 
4.3958459E-01 
6.656845OE-01 
8.0039771E-01 
8.2433114E-01 
7.330254OE-01 
5.3802124E-01 
2.6578318E-01 
-4.5768808E-02 
-3.524123OE-01 
-6.1008106E-01 
-7.814244OE-01 
-8.4146750E-01 
-7.8143141E-01 
-6.1008577E-01 
-3.5240925Eal 
-4.5763417E-02 
2.6578316E-01 
5.3802647E-01 
7.3302249E-01 
8.2433311E-01 
8.0040091E-01 
6.6568539E-01 
4.2958408E-01 
1.5349OOlE-01 
- 1.53488OOE~l 
-4.3958384E-01 
-6.6568644E-01 
-8.0040133E-01 
-8.2433236E-01 
-7.3302229E-01 
-5.3802763E-01 
-2.6578434E-01 
4.5762885E-02 
3.5240822E-01 
6.1008449E-01 
7.8143215Eal 
8.41470553-01 
7.8143022E-01 
6.10084423-01 
3.5241214E-01 
4.5767561Ea2 
-2.6578396E-01 
-5.3803232E-01 
-7.3302768E-01 
-8.2433428E-01 
-8.0040038E-01 
-6.6568613E-01 
-4.3858560E-01 
- 1.53490043-01 
1.53489883-01 
4.39585543-01 
6.65686073-01 
8.0040035E~l 
8.2433428E-01 
7.3302771EdJl 
5.3803243Eal 
2.6578403Eal 
-4.5767463Ea2 
-3.5241202E-01 
-6.1008430E-01 
-7.8143018E-01 
-8.4147096E-01 
-7.8143025Eal 
-6.1008452E-01 
-3.5241222E-01 
-4.5767672Ea2 
2.6578382E-01 
5.3803222Eql 
7.3302765E-01 
8.2433430E-01 
8.0040041E-01 
6.6568622E-01 
4.2958594E-01 
1.5349019E-01 
- 1.53489743-01 
-4.39.59535Eal 
-6.6568602E-01 
-8.0040032E-01 
-8.2433428E-01 
-7.3302773E-01 
-5.3803249E-01 
-2.6578415E-01 
4.5767314E-02 
3.5241189E-01 
6.1008431E-01 
7.8143014E-01 
8.4147096E-01 
-3.5464764E-06 
-4.0158629E-06 
-2.6524067E-06 
- 1.15484OOE-06 
1.0058285E-06 
3.5837293E-06 
4.0084124E-06 
1.6986324E-06 
5.2154064E-08 
9.611249OE-07 
2.0265579E-06 
1.1865050E-06 
-2.4028122E-07 
-9.3877316E-07 
-1.5646219E-06 
-2.6375055E-06 
-3.144145OE-06 
-2.3171306E-06 
- l.O952353E-06 
-8.3819032E-07 
- 1.3448298E-06 
-2.9057264E-07 
3.23355203-06 
5.7816505E-06 
3.4570694E-06 
- 1.1622906E-06 
-1.2591481Ea6 
2.96905643-06 
4.2547472E-06 
-6.5937638E-07 
-5.75184823-06 
- 5.1707029E-06 
-1.1995435E-06 
4.991889OE-07 
-8.2701445E-07 
- 1.6577542E-06 
- 1.8253922E-07 
1.7397106E-06 
1.5050173E-06 
-4.172325lE-07 
-1.013279OE-06 
1.9222498E-06 
5.4389238E-06 
4.865229lE-06 
-1.8626451E-07 
-4.4293702E-06 
-3.6731362E-06 
1.86264513-07 
2.01165683-06 
-4.0233135E-07 
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by multiplication of both matrices R,, and R,, by the same scalar, 01 = (size)2. 
But the best estimate does depend upon d and upon roughness. Incidentally, 
the true solution h(v) has average size, with respect to the data points, 
s EE If Fl [h(s,)]211’2 = 0.589285, 
and it has an approximate average roughness 
h(4) - W’i-1) 
A0 II 2 1’2 = 2 98252 . 
Since these values are far from the assumed size and roughness, Table II 
shows that computations based on a well-posed stochastic extension may be 
accurate in spite of rather bad statistical assumptions. The computed values 
are labeled ANS; the exact analytic values are labeled UA. Most of the com- 
puted values are accurate to 5, 6, or 7 significant digits. The worst values are 
accurate to 4 significant digits. 
In other computations, not tabulated, the accuracy fell to 3 significant 
digits when d was set equal to 2. Thus, it may be unwise to assume that the 
noise is very much larger than it really is. With d remaining equal to 3, the 
accuracy was not much affected when roughness was increased to 7 or decreas- 
ed to 2. But the accuracy dropped to 3 or 4 significant digits when roughness 
was decreased to 1. 
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